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named Polymnestos to whom Pindar 1 in his stately dactylo-
epitrites has given high praise : </>0ey/u.a /jl€v nciyKoivov
tyvajKcis TloXv^vdarov, KoXcxjxjoviov avSpo?—the voice of
Kolophoman Polymnestos, a possession of all mankind.
Only less powerful than  Kolophon,   if duller and less
cultured,  was  Magnesia,   some  thirty  miles  away,   in the
plain of the Maiandros, the river that " meanders " westward
through its alluvial swamps and meadows from the Phrygian
mountains to the Aegean at Pricne.   The Magnetcs too were
an   opulent   people,   breeders   of   horses " like   the   Kolo-
phonians ",2 and proud and confident as they.3    They also
made horsemanship the price of citizenship 4 ;   and a late
writer 5 tells of their battle array in war with Ephesos, their
next   neighbour   on   the   side   towards   Kolophon.     Each
Magnesian knight brought with him a light-armed servant
equipped with javelins and a hunting hound,6 perhaps of
the formidable mastiff breed that we know the Assyrians
had.    The new-fangled masses of armoured infantry they
apparently despised.   The theory must have been that the
hounds and javelins shook and loosened the enemy's phalanx
and the knights delivered the decisive charge 7;  and it seems
to have been effective.   At least, almost the only fact that
we  hear   about  their  external  relations  is  that  in  their
Ephesian war the advantage lay with them.8
The territory of Ephesos lay between Magnesia (which,
exceptionally among Ionian towns, was ten miles inland)
and the sea, and as the date of this war is as late as the
time of Kallinos, when the colonizing movement was
beginning, it may be that desire for a " window " and not
1 In Strabo, ib.	z Herakleides Pontikos, frag, 22,
3 Theognis, 1103, cf. 603.	* Ar. Politics, iv, J2806,
G Aelian, xiv, 46.
0 The use of war-dogs in this age is well attested ; cf. the seventh century
sarcophagi of Klazomenai in the B.M. ; and the epitaph of Hippaimon of
Magnesia and his dog (A.P. vii, 304, ascribed to Peisandros of Rhodes,
fl.c. 640) on which cf. Pollux, v, 46, 6 Mdyvris Kilcav, and Polyainos, vn, 1.
7	For shock tactics by early Asian cavalry, cf. Hdt. on the Lydians, i, 79 ;
though the lack of stirrups must have seriously limited their efficiency.
8	Str, xiv, 647, quoting Kallinos. Athenaios' <&AaJcrav tfw "j^eauov [ol M.],
xii, p. 525, as it conflicts with the explicit remarks of a more respectable writer,
Strabo, is presumably a mere inference, and should be disregarded.

